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design Michele Marcon

Suspension lamp with hexagonal shape 
and profile section, inspired by the cut of 
precious stones, an art that emphasizes 
light reflection and refraction.



MADE IN ITALY

The handmade finishes 
made by our capable 
staff convey an exclusive 
artisanal touch

Poly exagon, like all OLEV design lamps, is 
designed and manufactured in our Italian factory. 



POLY

Poly means polyvalent,  
versatile, multifaceted



ESAGONO
The square rappresents 
a firm shape, the circle is 
classic, but the exagon is 
new and fresh 



The Poly Esagono collection offers a one or 
two-way downward and upward pointing 
light, simultaneously or individually based on 
the user’s preference, a light that is refracted, 
multiplying itself on the metallic finish facets.

CUSTOMIZABLE LIGHT 



DIFFUSED LIGHT UPWARDS

In addition to providing great ambient lighting, the 
upward lighting enhances the beam’s look.  

DIRECT LIGHT DOWNWARDS

By directing light downwards, the Poly Esagono 
pendants spread the light all over the table.



The hexagonal shape allows you to design unique 
compositions, which add personality to the 
room.

COMPOSITION



850

650

450

1050

1550

The Poly Esagono comes in 5 different sizes, 
which can be hung individually or in clusters to 
get the right lighting coverage for your specific 
needs.





DIM TO WARM

The new Dim to Warm 
technology make it easy 
to controll both colour 
temperature and light 
intensity at the same time.

Late at night, the light can’t be 
the same as dinner. 
It should be less intense, to rest 
your eyes and get a good night’s 
sleep. 

All these 5 Poly Esagono 
pendants feature the technology 
that allows you to control the 
light’s colour temperature and 
intensity from your smartphone.

The living room atmosphere 
can be customized in a 
few seconds to switch the 
atmosphere and enhance visual 
comfort.



RICH GOLD BURNISHED

elegant metal FINISHES


